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EDITORIAL

Astrological publications are numeroust but journals
entirely devoted to research into the basic hypotheses
oT astrology are "Few. However CORRELATION» a research
journal sponsored since the autumn of 1968 by the Bri
tish Astrological Association* has proven that there are
authors and readers enough in the astrological community
for a publication of this intellectual standard.

In the course of our investigations at the Laboratory
for the Study of Cosmic and Psychophysiological Rhythms,
we often regretted that some interesting outcomes did not
find the place they deserved, in the published books. The
publication of a quarterly research journal would give us
and others more opportunity to describe new ideas, hypo
theses, beginning research, circumscribed results not in
tended to form entire books.

Our main problem was the language. Since our first^
publication in French, a quarter of a century ago, neither
the scientists nor the astrological groups of our country
had shown enough interest in our work to sustain a re
search journal. Ten subscribers at the most, that was the
little encouraging prediction of a French authority in this
field. Therefore, despite our lack of fluency in English,
we decided to choose this international language for sprea
ding our ideas. Fortunately, in the scientific field, the
style is less important than the results.

With this idea in mind, may I ask our readers to be in
dulgent for errors of style, but very critical for errors
of reasoning or of investigating a hypothasis ? The cri
ticisms, suggestions, corrections, will be acknowledged
and discussed here with -- I hope — an open mind. Each opi
nion haa a value. But the liberty to criticize it seems to
us the most important attitude for good scientific work.

Bazle Scimeider
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CUBaENI EVMTS ; "You, the Jury", a BBC enission, produced by Jerry Lewis, 4th Sept.82

and commented by Martin Freeman, President of the Faculty of Astrological Studies

or : HOW PRECONCEPTION WORKS ON THE SCIENTISTS' SIDE

Bie BBC programme "You, the Jury" is a structured debate forum, with a studio
audience who votes on a motion before and after the discussion. About 150 people
are recxuted to serve on the jury for each series of 15 programmes and, on ave
rage, 60 to 80 of these attend each time. Thus the jury is untypical in that
they are people who attend voluntarily; but they are safe from any propaganda
interference, and the recruiting system means that there is no possibility of
"juiy rigging". Bie jurors tend to be conservative, middle class individuals,
with a hi^er than average age and intelligence profile.

The astiTology programme was proposed some weeks before recording, and I was
asked if the motion : "there is a scientific basis for astrology" would be ac
ceptable. I tried to find a motion idiich encompassed more of the philosophical
aspects of astrology and its non-rational component. This proved very difficult,
particularly since the structure of the programme allows only short, set time
limits for speaking, questioning and cross-examining* ty this time, the two
"witnesses", Simon Best and Patrick Curzy, had confirmed that they were able
to take part. And we agreed that the motion would have to be strai^tforward
and clear-cut. Our adversary, Patrick Moore, TV astronomer zind sceptic, accep
ted the following sli^t change to the original proposition : "Astrology has
no scientific or factual basis". Ve were satisfied, this did not imply that
astrology is based only on science and facts.

With the programme's time limits, we decided on our objectives : we would
only try to make a few sinqple points, and we would aim to achieve a vote swing.
If astrology could be shown to have some scientific or factual basis, our ad

versaries' motion would not be carried and we would win the day.
When the time came for recording the programme, our adversaries did not

show the quiet, thorou^ily reflecting mood one would e3q>ect from scientists
confident in the correctness of their motion. From the start, Patrick Moore
appeared somehow eza^erated and exasp^^ting, ovez^running his time, inter^
rupting the other speakers, jumping up and down. He spoke at such great ̂ eed,
that he sometimes was barely understandable. His main arguments were simple,
and did not change throughout the debate : Astrology is rubbish, nothing in
science can explain it, and there is no evidence for it anyway.

Ihe flavour of the programme can be tasted in the following extract,
discussing the second point : there doesn't seem to be azything in science
that can explain how astrology works.

Speaker : John Mason is a physicist, a statistician, and spe
cializes in computer theory at Imperial College.

P.Moore ; Please tell us, John - you are an astronomer - can
you see any possible way in which the movements of the planets,
against a fictitious pattern of stars, can affect human cha
racter or destiny ? Is it magnetism ? Gravitation ? Vibration ?
Or what is it ?

J.Mason s It is very important to look at each of those four
things, one at a time. Obviously, the astrologers will claim
that one of these four forces (you can even include things like



telepathy, possibly) is in some way affecting the people on the
Earth. Now we look at these, each in turn.
Electromagnetism : I notice, very intriguingly, that the Gauque-
lins completely dismissed the Sun from their theories. But the
Sun is the largest source of electromagnetic radiations in our
solar system. It doesn't fit their theory, so let's forget that
one. And, as the Earth is completely swamped by electromagnetic
radiation,s from the Sun, I would say that any electromagnetic
radiation from elsewhere is also swamped.
Let's look at gravity : I did a few calculations, recently. Let's
say that your star-sign, in the papers, is saying that the planet
Uranus is affecting you. It's very interesting, I think : a small
calculation showed that a London bus, passing you at a distance
of 27 meters, exerts more force on you than the planet Uranus -
gravitation force, that is. I'd like to know what happens when
you are in the middle of Piccadilly Circus, and the planet Uranus
is up above. I wouldn't say (laughs in the public who sees the
joke coming), I wouldn't say that you can sort out which is
Uranus, and which is the number thirteem bus (laughs again).
I would then go on and say that the last thing is telepathy
(which has never been fully conclusively proved) and magnetism.
The nearby planets Venus and Mars have little or no magnetic . ,
field; Jupiter and Saturn have an extremely intense magnetic field.;
It's possible that there could be some effect on Earth of those
magnetic fields. But I would consider it very slight, seeing that
accurate measurements of all those magnetic fields were never
made from the Earth, and it needed spacecrafts to go very close
to them, before we could determine size and magnitude of those
fields.

P.Moore : In other words, we are coming back to those illusive
things called "vibrations", which no one can really define astro-
logically.

J.Mason : I wish someone would tell me what it was !

P.Moore : Now let's come to the work of the Gauquelins, that ex-
centric husband and wife French team, who claim to have a Mars
effect. First of all : what do you think of the Gauquelins'work?

J.Mason : The Gauquelins, a Franch couple, Michel and Frangoise,
obviously were very sincere in the work they were doing. They
took very large samples of data of people, and they analyzed them
from their birthcharts, to see whether the planets were in a par
ticular position for a particular category of profession.
For example for soldiers, they found — or they claimed — that
there was a statistically significant (in a scornful tone) — note
those two words — statistically significant correlation between
soldiers, professional soldiers, when Mars was either having just
risen, or just passed the culmination point. They then found that
these had to be (contemptuous) — not ordinary soldiers — but very
special soldiers; they had to be the best possible soldiers any
where. If you just took an ordinary soldier, who hadn't become a
fieldmarshall or won three Victoria Crosses, it did not actually
fit their theory... And they tried similar things with doctors,
not ordinary doctors, you understand, but the world's leading
surgeons... (seems to expect laughs, but these do not come).

P.Moore i Also, they rejected all the bodies of the solar system
that didn't fit.



J.Mason : 0 yes, that's quite true. They threw out the Sun and
Mercury; and then, they threw out Uranus, Neptune and Pluto,
and kept only the remaining bodies, which doesn't leave too many!

P.Moore : In other words, they did some juggling with figures,
until they finally found something they claimed fits, which of
course means absolutely nothing at all !

GMs extract illustrates well a certain l^pe of scientist's mind at work ;
am right, and all the others are wrong if they don't share my faith in ceirtain

theories." Since PatridTHoore and John Mason do not know any physicsil effect
which can eiqpledJi the astzclogers' claims, they reject them out of hand. Bven
the statistical work of Michel and FranQoise Gauguelin, who are no astrologers
and seem "obviously very sincere", but who discovered correlations between the
planetary positions at birth and the human character, is ridiculous and deserves
only lau£^ter and scorn. They don't hesitate to accuse the Gauguelins of having
deliberately thrown out?'half of the data and "juggled with figures".

These authoritative 'assertions, shouted in an excited, highly pitched tone,
lack any solid foundation. !Qie proposers of the motion against astrology know
nearly nothing about even the basics of the subject : ̂our star sign, in the
papers, is saying that the planet Uranus is affecting you" is a jargon that tries
to make fun of the adversaries' opinion, but doesn't mean anything; "your star
sign" could perhaps be translated in "your Sun-sign", but then, the Sun-sign
does ziot "say that the planet Uranus affects somebody"* -And of course they ignore
totally idiat kind of statistical results the Gauquelins have obtained, barely
mentioning a "Mars effect", probably superficially seen in newspapers, and sneering
at the term "statistically significant" which is a classical term in probabili'ty
theory. Their aim is evidently not to demonstrate any knowledge of the problem,
but merely to catch the public's attention with second-rate jokes like "Uranus
and the number thirteen bus in Picadilly Circus".

Do they adopt such a superficial behaviour because the suggestion that there
may be something in astrology is threatening to them, upsetting their nicely
ordered theories of the universe ? They cannot bring themselves to be flexible
even to the extent of saying : "This could be really exciting; let's investigate
it thoroughly"* Bigidity seens to be their main problem.

As a consequence, people who heaunl the programme concluded that the supposedly
weird astrologers came accross as sanet reasonable, euid more balanced than their
opponents. The astronomers, who were eiq)ected to be rational and logical, ap
peared on the contrary to be erratic.

Before the debate, 56 fb of the audience jury were in favour of the motion op
posing astrology, 12 ̂  were against it, and 32 % were undecided. After the debate
49 % still opposed astrology, but 26^ were now against Patrick Moore's motion,
and 25 ̂  still could not make up their minds. Astrology had improved its standing
by 14 perc^ratage points, more than doubling its votes.

We had put up a good fight, we had achieved our objectives, and honour was
satisfied. For us, the day was won !

M.F., 20th October, 19S2.
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CONFERENCE REPORTS

The Astrological Association of Great Britain Conference 1982

This yearfe A.A•Conference was held at the University of
Canterbury! Kent, from the IQth to the 12th September. The
twin themes of the weekend were "Astrology as Applied to Coun
selling and Psychotherapy", and "The Applications of Compu
ters in Astrology".

One of the most interesting lectures under the first theme
was that of Dione SfilTH, a government-employed social worker
who has been applying astrology to her work of placing children
for adoption. Her studies led her to believe that many of the
traditional rules about compatibility between individuals were
of value in this work. She illustrated her lecture with a re
port on two children and their different sets of parents. First
she showed the inter—relationship with their heroin drug—addict
parents, then with foster parents who had turned out to be very
unsympathetic and unsuitable, and finally with the step-parents
who had now been successfully caring for the children for some
years. The links between the charts in each case were very much
in keeping with the principles that traditional astrology sug
gested.

On the computer-front, there was a wide range of hardware
and software on display, ranging from very small home—computers
to fairly large scale systems. Programs for the home enthusiast
are now relatively common place in computer circles. Of greater
interest were the relatively sophisticated research and techni
cal software now becoming available. In particular the M65 pro
gram of Michael ERLEWINEJs software house Matrix was looking
very impressive now that some of its initial bugs had been clea
red up. This program is capable of batch-processing many hundreds
of charts and searching them for significant patterns and cor
relations, albeit still a relatively slow speed by main-frame
computing standards. But then, the home researchers can simply
leave their machine running over night and pick up the results
in the morningl

Most controversial and potentially revolutionary in terms
of research was the lecture by^Terrence DWYER on his latest
chart interpretation program. This produces an analysis of a
chart in simple sentences. Unlike previous programs of this
kind, it does not use stock paragraphs for the planets through
the signs, houses, etc. Instead it has a core of some 600 cha
racter traits, attitudes, professional preferences, etc., each
of which are assessed by the computer from the chart, using
such factors as angularity, very close aspects (weighted ac
cording to orb) and harmonic positions in the 2nd and 3rd and
4th* harmonics. Factors which did not add to the accuracy of
the print—out, as assessed by self-assessment and third party
assessment, were systematically excluded. These included many
of the traditional factors such as elements, quadruplicities,
rulerships, exaltations, mutual receptions, etc. It was ag-*
reed, if the results continued to improve as they had done,
that this progipam would soon prove an admirable tool for de
monstrating the realities of other parts of astrology once and
for all. The computer could, after all, produce character as
sessments on demand. This was an ideal situation for rigorous
tests.



A particularly welcome guest at the Conference was Frangoise
GAUQUELIN, who gave a lucid resume of her latest researches in
connection with the non-verbal geometric—figure test. These tests
had been very popular amongst Britain^s astrology students over
the past eighteen months, and it was good to hear that their ef
forts were bein-g put to good use. Whilst not all the tests were
proving positive, there were sufficiently interesting results
to encourage a further replication study. Further copies of the
original test, and of twD other tests, were distributed, and
it was hoped that more definitive conclusions could be drawn
from this new sample.

The next A.A. General Conference will be held at the Uni
versity of York over the weekend of 9th—11th September 1983.
The next A,A, Research Conference will be held in collaboration
with members at London University's Institute of Psychiatry
sometime in late Spring or early Summer 1983. This is intended
to be a follow on from their last highly successful Conference
at the Institute in November 1981, when most of the top resear
chers from around the world met together to exchange results
and experience. We will keep you posted with further details
on this important event in the research calendar, as plans and
program become available.

Charles Harvey

The Cosmobioloqical Conference in Stuttgart
-  The "34. Arbeitstagung fur Kosmobiologische Forschung"

took place in Stuttgart (Germany) from the 13th to the 17th
October 1982. The general theme of the Conference was :
"The Person and his Partners" in friendship, marriage, profes^
sion and political involvement. Thanks to the well—known talent,
for organizing such an event, of Dr. Baldur EBERTIN and Edeltraud
EBERTIN-HEIGL, numerous lecturers of great value came from Ger
many and abroad, contributing to the success of the Conference.

From London arrived Hans Jurgen EYSENCK, who presented,
under the title "Happiness in marriage", the most recent findings
obtained by a psychological investi§"ation of some astrological
hypotheses.1

From Paris came Frangoise GAUQUELIN, who had just completed
an empirical survey about "The Psychology of the Planets".
Applying rigorous scientific methods, she had evaluated how tra
ditional and contemporaneous interpretations of planetary in
fluences stand up against biographical descriptions of eminent
personalities.2

Eleonora A. KIMMEL and Elaine L. KNOCHE had even come from
the UoS.Ao, testifying of the interest for the EBERTIN-Method
in that country, a welcome statement that could already be made
at the AFA Convention of August 1982 in Chicago.

The DoA.V. (Deutscher Astrologen Verband) was represented

1 - Published in : E.J.Eyaendk, and D.K.B.Hias, "Astrology,. Science or .Superstition ?"
(Maurice Temple anith, l^Dndon, 1982). The first copies of a translation in German
of this successful book arrived just in time for the Conference and were sold out
1b a matter of some hours.

2- Fo Gauquelih, "Psychology of "Hie Planets" (Astro Computing Services, San Diego,
California, 19@2).



by Peter NIEHENKE, its President, who reported about "Personal
Marriage Counselling by Experts", and by Manfred M. HERM, editor
of its Newsletter "Astrologische Mitteilungs- und Studienbl'atter",
who described "The Factor Time for Couples", a research based on
3,392 married couples, out of which 408 had divorced, collected
in August 1971 from the Amsterdam Registry Office, a wealth of data
that permitted to test many hypotheses.

It was always EBERTIN's principle to remain attentive, beside
astrological expertise, also to recent findings in other related
fields, like psychology, medicine and sociology. In his opinion,
the results will be improved if the individual charts are related
to the general developments securing in the surrounding world.
This goal was reached, at the Stuttgart Conference, by the variety
of lecturers and themes offered to the audience; each participant
had the possibility to find exciting new ideas. This made the
success of the Conference, for which we acknowledge, not only the
organizers, but also all those who contributed by there presence
to this success.

Manfred M. Hezm

The Arcturus Congress in Oldenzaal

The Dutch foundation Arcturus held its fifth yearly congress
in Oldenzaal (the Netherlands) on November 13 and 14 under the
supervision of Bob Dijkstra. More than 200 participants listened
to an international selection of speakers.

Dr. Michel Gauquelin showed the results of his impressive re
search for the first time in Holland. They lead to the conclusion
thajb astrology has to undergo some change. Charles Harvey explained
how harmonics provide a way for practical astrology to take account
of the scientific results of the Gauquelins. Harvey spoke 'in memo-
riam' of John Addey, the late patron of astrology, whose death was
deeply regretted by the audienoa.

Much attention was paid to psychological astrology. Dr. Hank
Hagebeuk introduced a new way to consider patterns of change in the
horoscope. Dr. Karen Hamaker advised to abandon the classical fata
listic -description of the eighth house. Not only death agony, but
also the courage to live is indicated by this factor of the horos
cope. Berni Thomassen, as a practiciia.g psycho-therapeut using sta
tistics to control his astrological techniques, spanned the gap
between practical and theoretical astrology. His main conclusion is
that hard aspects between Mars and Saturn are relatively frequent
in the horoscopes of the clients of psychologists. Dr. Jaap Bankert,
a leading member of the *Ram—School', discussed adolescence.

Two speakers discussed the philosophical side of astrology :
Thomas Ring explained how one can learn by personal experiencevihat
the basic principles of astrology are; "Luc de Marr6 showed that
Baruch de Spinoza's thoughts help to understand the philosophical
principles of astrology.

Edith Wangemann discussed the techniques of horoscope inter
pretation with a 30 degree wheel, in connection with Koch houaecups.
She also suggested a new way of using mid-points : she measures
them in oblique ascension instead of longitudes. Dr. Jaap Schale-
kamp discussed the work of Herbert von KlSckler, whose theory of
dominants forms an interesting tool for horoscope delineation.

Thus in five years the Arcturus Congress has become a plat'Form
for speakers of various countries and disciplines represented by
the serious astrologers of these days.

Jan Kampberbeek
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FIVE GENERATIONS OF FARMERS AND JUPITER HEREDITY

Marian Bollen*

ABSmCI

The author collected the complete birthdata of five generations of a
Dutch farmer family. While calculating their charts, she noticed that
in each generation one or several persons had an angular Jupiter; a
remarkable example of Jupiter heredity according to the Gauquelins'
findings. iVirtheimore, she noticed that it was never the eldest
son >i4io inherited the farm at his father's death, as custom wants it,
but the first son with an angular Jupiter in his birth chart, 'ibis
is in agrement with the Gauquelins' finding that an anguleir Jupiter
corresponds to a domineering leader personalily. Did this allow the
heirs of the family estate l) to become the chosen leader of the fanaly
and 2) to successfully manage the inherited family estate ?
It is the author's hypothesis.

Some times ago, I began a reasearch for possible heredity fac
tors in a related family. I succeeded in collecting complete birth
data for five generations of this family, the time of each birth
being obtained from the registry office of each birthplace.

The main activity of the family was farming on an originally
large estate in the South-East of the Netherlands.

When I began this study, I had no idea of the possible results.
I was looking rather for Neptune or Saturn positions in the charts
of some members of the family because of striking events in their
history. But this hypothesis based on traditional sayings was not
confirmed. Instead a striking result appeared for Jupiter on the
angles, that means : near to the Ascendant, the Midheaven, the Des
cendant or the I.e., in a narrow orb not surpassing 1 5 degrees.

The Gauquelins found similar correlations in their research^
on family data (1970—1971) and on the character traits of celebrities
(1974). Frangoise Gauquelin, when I informed her of the Jupiter an
gularities in this family, commented t "They are valuable and seem
to resemble our findings."

The reader will be able to judgq. by himself how striking the
Jupiter angularities are in this family, by consulting the table^
containing all the birth data, on next page, and the following bio
graphical account of the happenings in the five generations of the
studied family.

Genealogy of the family

First generation t So far back, I know only that the ancestor,
born in 1799, started to run a farm connected with an inn.
His parents and grand—parents had been farmers; the ancestors of
his wife also, as far as we can know.

It is his wife who brings something interesting into the family:
her chart shows an angular position of Jupiter. This will appear in
the genealogy of her family without interruption during four genera
tions.

Astrologer, Delft (Postbus 929), Hie iletherlamds.
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Second generation : The chief of this second family, a son of
the couple of the preceding generation, had Jupiter angular near
the M.C. He showed that he possessed the corresponding qualities
of a leader, by initiating the construction of the family farm.
Members of the family still live in this building, constructed
for lasting through many generations.

He and his wife had eight children : three daughters and five
sons. Strangely enough, it was not the eldest son who took over
the farm, after his father retired, but the second son. If we check
the Table, on the next pd'ge, we can state that not the first, but
the second son had Jupiter angular, just on the Ascendant.

Third generation : The Jupiterian son of the second generation
married a niece, for keeping the estate in the family circle. He ran
the farm until his death at the age of 68. At first, he was success
ful, increased the estate and the wealth of the family, and had nu
merous children. But in his thirties, the chief of the family became
chronically ill. Then four of the eight children died in their thir
ties. Finally only three children lived longer than their mother.

So many diseases affected the wealth of the family : land had
to be sold. It was the mother who took over the farm after the death

of her husband. She became thus the chief of the family; her chart
shows that she had Jupiter angular near the Ascendant. She success

fully handled the family affairs until her death, at the age of 73.

Fourth generation : The Jupiterian son of the third generation
married a family member, like his father, for keeping the estate in
the family. The newly wed couple lived first in a separate building
on the grounds of the family farm. At the end of 1936, they took
over another farm. But when this farmer died, in 1938, his enter
prise failed, and his wife settled back in the main family farm with
her children (she had no angular Jupiter in her chart).

The scepter, there, was still upheld by the wife of the pre
ceding generation. When this female Jupiterian chief of the family
died in 1945, her only surviving son tried, with the wife of the
deceased Jupiterian son, to keep the farm going. But the times were
not favourable any more; and perhaps they lacked real leader qua
lities (they had no angular Jupiter in their chart).

Additional fourth Generation : For some years also, a brother,
born in 1900, lived with wife and children on the family farm. He
had the opportunity to take over another farm. He had no angular
Jupiter position in his chart; but his second son has Jupiter near
an angle (see Table). It is this son who now manages his fathers
farm, separately from the ancestors' farm.

Fifth generation : The Juoiterian son of the fourth generation
married a relative. This was a good match : the wife has also Juoi-
ter angular, as can be seen in the Table. They married in 1959, and
slowly took over the management of the enterprise. Unfortunately,
the husband had an accident some years later, and became an invalid.
Now his wife heads the enterprise with much courage.

The couple has two sons; but none of them has an angular Jupi
ter. The invalid husband has a younger brother, himself without
angular Jupiter; but his eldest son has it. He is still a teenager.
So the question remains open s who, in the future, will take over
the farm ? And with how much competence 7
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FIRST GENERATION

Farmer 24 Feb. 1799
His wife 20 Aug. 1800
(children not known)

22:

Jupiter angular

00

01 :00

Jup
Jup

50

107 4°Asc.

SECOND

F armer

His wife

~ They
Daughter
Son

Daughter
Son

Son

Son

Daughter
Son

GENERATION

a Jan. 1825 02:00

2 Nov. 1829 01 :00

had eight children -
12 March 1849 16:00
27 March 1851 16:00
12 Feb. 1853 24:00

30 March 1855 10:00

11 Feb. 1857 01:30

18 Sept.1860 02:30
4 June 1862 06:00

JuD 131 3''MC

Jup 257

Jup
Jup
Jup
Jup
Jup
Jup

134

200

260

304

370

137

7 Jan. 1864 20:00

Jup
Jup

168

232

a^Dsc

4 °Asc

2''IC

Asc MC Dsc

204 122 384

103 342 283

213 134 33

156 58 336

152 53 332

247 184 67
85 320 265

98 335 178

231 161 51

141 37 321

103 341 283

150 50 330

IC

302

1 62rJupiter entei
I family with
vher

314/Built f^ri
Vfor famxl

m

238

223

4

140

155

341

217

161
230

Died young
Farmer

Unmarried

Farmer

Farmer

Familvf arm

Farmer

Farmer

THIRD GENERATION

Farmer 18 Sept.1860 02:30 Juo 137 4°Asc
HiS' wife 23 March 1872 11:00 Jup 110 4°Asc
~ They had eight children ~

Son 2 Feb. 1896 22:30 Jup 123
Daughter 1 Sept. 1897 05:30 Jup 168
Son 20 Oct. 1899 08:30 Juo 226 0''Asc
Son 5 Nov. 1900 21:30 Jup 253
Daughter 30 Dec. 1902 09:30 Juo 124
Son 25 Jan. 1906 21:00 Jup 57
Daughter 1*0 March 1908 11 :30 Jup 318

141 37 321 217 Died 1928

106

194

345

108

286

14

165

288

/Ran farm
M 928-1945

Dr. in Latin

161 65 341 245 Teacher

226 154 46 334 Familvfarm

121 8 301 188 F armer

101 339 281 159 T eacher

172
268

80
212

352
88

260
32

Died young
T eacher

FOURTH

Farmer

His wife

- They
Daughter
Daughter
Son

Son

Son

Daughter
Daughter

GENERATION

20 Oct. 1899 08:30

27 June 1905 19:00
had seven children

2 July 1931 02:00
15 June 1932 16:00
14 June

10 June

1  Sept.
31 July
25 Sept.

1933
1934

1935

1937
1938

20:00

15:00

19:30

11 :00

12:00

Juo 226 0°Asc 226 154 46 334 Died 1938

Jup 146 260 202 80 22

Jup 117

O

n

51 293 221 113 Astrologer
Jup 139 108 127 288 307 Convent

Jup 1 65 250 189 70 9 Died 1940

Juo 193 O'Asc 193 107 13 287 Familvfarm

Jup 227 334 259 154 79 Dr Science

Jup 290 186 98 6 278 Farmer

Jup 323 236 1 68 56 348 Teacher

Brother of the farmer of the Fourth Generation
Jup
Jup

253

311
Farmer 5 Nov. 1900 21:30
Hi^ wife 29 March 1902 17:00
~ They had four children -

Son 26 June 1932 23:45 Jup 141
Son 28 Oct. 1933 22:00
Son 22 Oct. 1935 20:00
Daughter 31 May 1939 14:30

Jup
Jup

236
4

121

178

8

87

301

358

188

267

Other farm

9  274 189 94 Died 1934
3'»IC

S'Dsc

93

181

329

91

273

1

149

271

Died 1948

Farmer

Juo 1.93 0®Asc 193 107 13 287 Familvfarin

Juo 264 3° Dsc 81 317 261 137

FIFTH GENERATION

Farmer 10 June 1934 15:00
His wife 18 April 1936 8:00
~ They have two childrenp none of whom has Jupiter angular i~

Now, the author is curious to know what will happen with the farm.



Conclusions
From the above facts, we can conclude that, in these five

farmers* generations, the first male child who inherits an angu
lar Jupiter position in his chart, also inherits the family farm.
This astonishing rule does not come from pure chance or destiny,
but is rather a question of personality and ability for leadership,
much in accordance with the Gauquelins' results with personality
traits.

This research took much time and efforts to complete. Hundreds
of checkings and requests at the registry office had to be made.
All the birth times are the recorded ones, expressed in clock time.
We made no subsequent "corrections" to them.

Our efforts were amply rewarded by the discovery of the im
portance of an angular Jupiter position in the birth chart, even
in the case of a traditionally minded profession like farming,
as soon as qualities of leadership are required. The most impres
sive finding, for me, is that this was true also for the wives
who had to take over the management of the enterprise, which hap
pened two times.

On the family farm, the couple husband and wife of the five
successive generations represent ten persons, out of which seven
have Jupiter in an angle. On the one hand, this characteristic
came genetically to them through heredity. But on the other hand,
as each generation produced many children, the Jupiterian perso
nality of the leading couples represent a choice of those who pos
sessed the necessary qualities for successfully managing the farm.
Obviously an estate led by born leaders benefits; but there must
be somebody available who inherited these qualities. The agreement
between heredity and planetary positions in the angles of a chart
is put in evidence by this genealogical research like in the
Gauquelins' research.
Other research prospects , , .l. ^ • ••

wxth about ;}3u noroscopes I collected for this family inves
tigation, I intend to continue to study other promising fields :
midpoints, aspects, etc. My hope was also to be able to verify
whether differences arise from the kind of Jupiter angularity; but
the horoscopes are not numerous enough for that. Another important
problem is to know whether the Jupiter position is more crucial
before or after the angles; but the registry office provides only
rounded off birth times, while the orbs of significance are remar
kably small (± 5 degrees only). It is impossible to know, with
birth times rounded off to the next ho<ur or half—hour, whether
Jupiter occupied House I or House XII at the precise birth moment.
I regret it very much.

The high number of Jupiter angularities in the collected
family data raises the problem of the normal frequency of this
factor. For studying it,I decided to collect, as a control group,
the birth data of another family. This branch is related to the
first studied family; but it has quite different characteristics.
The personality of its members is said to be "rather rough, uneasy
and independent". In the charts of two parents of this branch, we
found Uranus near the Ascendant. They had twelve children. Four
of these children had Uranus near an angle, within an orb of less
than 5 degrees, plus two within an orb of 9 and 11 degrees. A
sister of this couple also had an angular Uranus, and married a
man with ah angular Uranus. And the personality attributed to this
branch of the family fits the traditionally accepted meaning of
this planet. Has this also a senss 7 The Gauquelins did not find
results with Uranus, in contrast to Jupiter.This has to be checked
further.

BEFIBEMGES — Bollen, M. (l982) i "Onderzoek naar overeenkoasten bij vijf geaeraties"
and "Hog enige resultaten van een farailie onderzoek", £FICA 6,2(12—14); 6,5(21-24).

Gauquelin, M.& F, (l970)i"iiereditaiy experiment"; (l974)s"Tfae Jupiter
Tsnperainent and Actors". Laboratoire d'Htude des Relations entre Rytkaes Coamiques
et Psychophysiologiques, 8, rue Amyot, 75005 Paris (France).
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THE SEARCH FOR PLANETARY KEYWORDS

Frangoise Gauquelin *

ABSTRACT

When a biographical text, containing a psychological description
of a celebrity^s character, is checked for planetary keywords,
each untrained analyst underlines different keywords* But when
several of thou join their efforts, the resultant keyword list
becomes quite similar to the selection made by trained specia
lists*

Traxts catalogues are wanted
After our first results with successful professionals

(Gauquelin, 1955, 1960, 1970),we hypothesized that the results
could be explained by a link between the planets and tempera
mental factors of the personality. For this purpose, we col
lected in biographical dictionaries character traits descri
bing the personality of those subjects for whom we possessed
already officially certified birth data. The collected charac
ter traits, classified by alphabetical order, became compre
hensive trait catalogues, published in our Psychological Mono
graphs (Gauquelin, 1973-7), each trait corresponding to birth-
data of several celebrities. The catalogues of
European Data contained over 50,000 trait units; and with
American Data, we reached over 15,000 trait units. This beca
me a powerful tool for further investigations. For instance,
the catalogues were used for testing how accurate the astro
logers* keywords, describing the planets* influences, were;
they demonstrated (to our surprise) that the traditional key
words conveyed, since ancient times, deep psychological truths
(Gauquelin, 1982). Other researchers began also to test their
hypotheses with the traits catalogues; in particular John Ad-
dey used them for testing his hypothesis of harmonics descri
bing the psychological interactions in a chart (Addey 1976,
1961).

Appropriate and inappropriate trait word selections
Thecataloguesbeing moreandmoreinuse, thequestion of

their objectivity and accuracy became an important problem.
From the start, we took care to compare the selections made
by different researchers, for instance by the psychology stu
dents hired for helping us in this long-lasting endeavour. As
could be expected, each researcher had his own idiosyncrasies,
one lacking concentration and omitting most of the available
traits, the other, with excessive good will, selecting not on^
lytraits describing permanent personality factors, but also
adjectives describing transitory moods induced by external sti
muli, or belonging to the circumstances of the profession; for
instance the ambience of a writer*s novel, the way an actor
interpreted a role on stage, and so on. Such overstappings into
other fields than the personality have to be avoided, of course,
as much as possible. They introduce biases interfering with the
results. Thus the need arose to define more precisely how ap
propriate trait words describing the personality can be extrac
ted from biographies.

® d'Etude des Relations entre Rythmes Cosiniques et PsyGhophysiologiquess
8 me Amyot, 75005 Paris (France)
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First experiment ; four biographical texts

For this purpose, we asked ten subjects (astrologers and
psychologists) to select the traits they would find in four
short biographical notes. Michel and I made the same selection
in advance, in order to compare it to the results of the ten
non-trained experimenters.

The four short biographical notes came from news
paper or magazine articles describing American celebrities,
which had been collected by Terry Krall, astrologer in San
Diego (California). Ih thJLs collection, our choice was made
according to two criteria :
1) the presence of many trait words
2) a clear link between most of the traits and the planets
which were significant in our previous investigations.

Here are the references of the four articles corresponding
to these requirements :
- "Ashe well prepared when forced off the court", by Ronald W.
Powell, The San Diego Evening Tribune, Tuesday, Nov.25,1900,p.D-2.
- "Howard Cosell, Tower of Babble", by Jane Howard, Cosmopo
litan, August 1979, pp.215-7.
- "Will Primary tear ol' Dixy down ? Feisty Gov. Ray girds for
a fight", by David Ammons, The San Diego Union, Sunday, Sept.7,
1900, p.A-26.
- "Red-hot and Ready for Anything : Dustin Hoffman", by Mel
Gussow, Cosmopolitan, June 1979, p.267.

Two of these articles were of the desired length of appro
ximately 500 words; the other two being much longer (Howard
Cosell and Dustin Hoffman), we made an extract of the desired
length in their most characteristic part. The four selected
pieces are reproduced on the next page, so that the reader can
make his own choice of trait words, if he wants to compare his
results to those of our subjects and ourselves, published thereafter,
•here are the instructions for this analysis :
- please underline the traits you find in each biography;
- translate them if necessary into a simpler keyword, in the margin;
- indicate the planet or zodiac sign with which you think the trait
could be linked.

After the reproduction of the fouj: selected pieces (Table I),
the Tables II to V summarize the results and compare them to the
planetary positions at the birth of the analyzed celebrities.

Discussion of this first experiment

We find, when we examine the trait-words underlined by our
ten subjects, many of the mentioned biases which bluf the ex
pected correlations between the personality traits and the pla
netary positions at the birth time of the analyzed celebrities.
Here is the list of the easiest to avoid biases,illustrateo by examples.

1 — Lack of concentration : brings about the omission of good traits.
In Ashe's biography, the trait "cool" appears two times, one in the
first sentence, and one at the end of the second paragraph. The first
occurence of this trait was underlined ten times, the second three
times only. This was predictable ; certain locations make a trait-
word easier to catch than others. Perhaps also certain subjects
left it out on purpose because it was already underlined above.
This is a bad reasoning for the present task s if similar or iden
tical words are repeated, it shows that the corresponding quality
has a particular importance for the biographer; both occurences
have to be noted.



16 TABLE 1 Four biographical notices

Arthur ASHE Howard C05ELL

Behind the rust-tinted sunglasses sat the Mr. Cool of
tennis, Arthur Ashe, who for a split-second let the *'inask"
slip a fraction from his youthful face.

Sitting before microphones yesterday, he was discuss
ing his role as the. new captain of the U.S. Davis Cup
team. He was talking about "putting Davis Cup back on
page one" by attracting the country's best players, when
the question came and hit dead center. It zinged him with
the suddenness and intensity of a heart attack and for an
instant, Mr. Cool warmed just a bit.
'  Ashe was asked if he could "warm up" Jimmy Connors,
John McEnroe. Roscoe Tanner and other players he hopes
to woo to Davis Cup, before they take the court for
matches, the first of which are scheduled in March at La
Costa. His reply came haltingly.
"I can't run," Ashe said softly, biting his lip and letting

out a nervous giggle. "I wish I could. But I can't."
Even now, it seems unbelievable that the slender black

man can no longer ice out opponents in that no-ruffles
style that only Bjom Borg does better. On sight, he looks
the same as he did in 1975 when he defeated Jimmy
Connors at Wimbledon, becoming the first black — one of
a boxcar load of firsts he has gathered over the years
to win the prestigious title.
But it has been a different world for Ashe since the

night of July 31.1979 when he suddenly thought his chest
would explode. Unbelievably, he was the victim of a heart
attack at the age of 36 — one that required triple bypass
surgery last December and put his playing days behind
him.

it's a long way from Richmond, Va., and his days as a
tall, skinny kid who wore big glasses and was as naive as
he looked. He has traveled the world by way of the tennis
racket and Ashe — a man often criticized for being too
intellectual on the tennis court — was no cerebral light
weight off it. He always knew the string would run out
and fittingly, he wanted to be in control when it did.

"It's no sweat for me to have a heart attack since 1
started preparing a long time ago (for life without ten
nis)," Ashe said during an interview. "If I keeled over
tomorrow, I'd have no regrets. I'd die with my sweat suit
on."

□ Such a spring aflcrnooD. Dogwoods in bloom in the
courtyards at Yale University. Redbuds flowering off the
Connecticut Thruway as a chauffeured limousine is speed
ing Howard Cosell home lo Manhattan. His blond wife,
Emmy, awaits him twenty-seven floors above the East Six
ties. Otherwise, he says, he'd have half a mind to stay at
Yale and **throw the Frisbee around with the kids. Did you
notice bow my students ate up what 1 said? Did I tell you
two of them were Rhodes scholars?"

He bad. Several times. He has said plenty about "Big-
Time Sports in Contemporary America,** the undergraduate
seminar he has taught at Yale for two academic years. It is
hard, after any length of time with Cosell, to miss knowing
that besides being North America's most celebrated and
controversial spcrtscaster, be has other distinctions. He was
an editor, he often recalls, of New York University's 1940
Law Review, He has written two books. He has testified on
five occasions before the United States Congress.

Cosell also makes it clear that he feels misunderstood, tol
say the least, by the ^Vilifying, agitational, vendetta-izing, i
crucifying** fraternity of daily newspaper sportswriters. Thb
breed so resents his fame and his wealth, he explains, that
they "twist, distort, and degrade" everything he says, when
the real problem Is something they themselves have helped
to create—an abstraction he calls the Sports Syndrome.

When Cosell wants to make a point, nobody's going to
^jop him. "l*d like to see one jhred of evidentiary foiinda-
b'on for the theorem you're projecting," he had said In class
to a student who bsd asked if the television networks
mightn*! control all sports in ten years' time. He has made
so many points this spring afternoon that he now looks
tired. His brown eyes are bloodshot, hb nicotine-stained
fingers tremble, and his long frame slumps in the limousine.
He would he glad. It seems, to get home. Maybe he would
also welcome a fresh train of thought: What is the first
thing he remembers?

O^ll answers, as he usually does, at once. His earliest
memory turns out to concern a store, a bathroom, and a rat.'
"When 1 was a boy, my father worked as an accountant in a
store. I was afraid to go to the bathroom In back of that
dark store In case a rat might be lurking there."

Darkness of that Ilk b long since behind Cosell. For most
his professioria! life the past twenty-five years, he has

keen sitting under klieg ligbu before the cameras and at mi-
crophoncs cf the American Brrtadcasling Company, telling
m^r>frowing audiences what b going on in boxing rings and
on football flelds, baseball diamonds, basketball and tennb
courts, hockey rinks, golf links, and at race tracks "Monday-
Night Football," a program he helped launch in 1970, is
widely thought to have changed the social habits of a nation.
Wide World of Sports," "Magazine of Sports," "Speaking

of Sports," and "Speaking of Everything," alohg with
frequent ABC sports documentaries and specials, have made
him,^ as he puts it, "one of the three most visible, personali
ties in the United States." (The other two, he says, vary
froni month to month.) His gravelly voice, like his unde
ceiving toupee and drooping eyes, afiSict him with what a
colleague calb a "major recognition problem."



Dixie Lee RAY

OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) - Her
homey campaign literature tnmu>ets
Dixy as 'Ihe four-letter word for
candor, cou^e and common sense."
As Washington's Gov. Dixy Lee

Ray faces a showdown in her brief,
flashy political career, her enemies
and challengers have some not-so-
nice foiur-letter words for Dixy her
self, fabwever.
Gov. Ray is beset with political

problems as she tries to parlay her
conservative, ''sensible growth" poli
tics into a second teim Her brash,
controversial style, has left few
fence-sitters — people either love or
hate her.

Ray, known nationally for her
spirited defense of nuclear power
and her Trumanesque plain talk, is ..
considered the favorite.for nomina
tion, and Spellm^ is his party's
front-runner. -.That could mean a
reriiq of the 1976 race.
The campaign already has a sharp

edge, with opponents calling her in
competent, a phony conservative and
an abrasive woman who can't work
with p^ple. Hucksters are jdoing a
brisk trade in anti-Dixy buttons, T-
shirts and bumper stickers, including
one that calls her IDixy Raydia-
tioa"

A former professor with a doctor
ate in marine biology, Ray, 65, h^
the advantage of incumbency, is pop-^
ular with many senior, citizens and
rural Washingtonians, and has man
aged to get support from business
and labor at the same time There
have been no general tu hikes since
she took office in 1977 as a neophyte
politician who previously was Atom
ic Energy Commissicm chairman and
assistant secretary of state under
Henry Kissinger.
She ran a pauper's campaign four

years ago, but is by far the iaggest
spender this year. Problems, ̂ fes
and controversies have mounted,
however.

□ When D'Jstin Hoffman make.s a movie, he likes to be
surrounded by people—for companionship, for slimuiaiion.
to have an audience, ll is almost as if he were a champion
golfer or tennis ace traveling the international circuit,
accompanied by friends and well-wishers. Most of the
members of Dustin's Army happen to be women. He likes
them; thcv like him.

Visiting Hoffman on the New York set of his soon-to-
bc-released filiri, Kramer Vs. Kramer., 1 found him the
center of a magnetic field of lovely young ladies, including
the raven-haired manager of a chic Madison Avenue bou
tique, a bright-eyed effusive actress and a red-headed pro
duction assi.stanl who, at that moment, was massaging the
star's ankle and joking that the assembled women belonged
to Dustin's "harem." The remark was greeted with a wr>'
laugh from Hoffman. "You notice 1 don't have any yes-men
around me," he said, adding with a Groiicho-likc glance at
his radiant company, "just no-women."

Later, when the claque had gone. Hoffman confided that
he feels a correlation between his visitors and his art. "1 love
a set filled with people. I like to work in front of an
audience. I like to play to the crew, but the crew knows the
material. Suddenly, if someone new comes on set, especially
a pretty girl—strike 'pretty' . . . if a girl comes on the
set—it's a kicker. When Bobby Duvall and I were acting off
Broadway, we used to look through the curtain before a
performance and pick a girl in the audience to play to. If;
you didn't find a girl, sometimes you didn't give a good
performance. I think there's a direct relationship between
creative and sexual tension."

Dustin made it clear that he was talking purely about
tension, not hanky-panky. "Once, when 1 was acting oflT
Broadway, 1 made love in the dressing room before the
performance . . . and 1 always regretted it—because after
ward, there was no need to make love to the audience."
Carrying the metaphor a step farther, he said that when he
is ••hitting the right notes," his performance "transcends a^
sexual high. It's a high in itself—and it lasts longer. When
love-making is over, it's over, but if something you do in a
movie is good, you see it in the rushes, and It keeps you
going for twenty-four hours."

When Hoffman first decided to become an actor, his
•instincts were much more basic. "1 did it so that I could
meet girls. Pretty girls came later; First 1 wanted to start
with someone on two legs, someone who'd smile at me and
look .soft. As an adolescent, he was shy. "When 1 took a
girl out, my impulse was to kiss her, but I never would
1 was the King of Never Kissing. When 1 decided to lake
up acting, it was such a breakthrough. In class, they'd ask U5
to do improvisations—to follow our impulse. My impulse
was to take a girl in my arms and kiss her—which is what 1
did. I'd pick a certain acting class because of the girls in it
That's reason enough to be an actor. If someone says he
wants to act so that he can meet pretty girls, there's more of
a chance he'll become a great actor than if he says he can't
live without acting. Saying you can't live without acting is
just so much esoteric pretension."

Through acting. Dustin Hoffman has been able to achieve
a level of confidence and power that be might otherwise
never have known. Not only is he a major star but a fine
craftsman who finds his art personally therapeutic. Th<
biggest need in his life, he told me, "is to eliminate depres
sion. Sometimes I'm so depressed when I come to work. But
after one rehearsal, the depression's gone. Acting can
change my state of mind faster than anything. I can be tired
until 1 start rehearsing. Then 1 find this reservoir of energy.
Suddenly. 1 feel centered."

Unlike some actors, Dustin apparently feels no fear on
stage. His terror "has always been that 1 wouldn't find a job,
that I'd never work again. And these days my terror is also
in another area—that I'm not going to get done what I want
to get done. 1 still can't find a way of expanding."

Dustin is now forty-one, a dozen years' distant from The
Graduate, the Mike Nichols movie that made him famous,
but in terms of creativity, probably not distant enough for
him. Looking at his adult life decade by decade, Hoffman
sai'd that •'from twenty to thirty, I was trying to learn how to
act. From thirty to forty, I was enjoying the opportunity to
work at will. From forty to—" He paused midsentence and
then announced. "I'm in my itiidlife crisis."

When 1 suggested that forty-one is a bit premature for
middle age, the youthful-looking Dustin amended his state
ment. "I'm getting ready for my midlife crisis.
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Table II ; Arthur Ashe

Trait underlined in

biography & present
in G.TJypiced List

Number of

Subj.who
underlined

Planets of

the T^ioai;
Lists

Compared to Ashe's Planets
(see figure below)
Successes Neutral*Pailures

HO selects

trait -and

predicts

FG selecb

trait

predicts

Cool 10 Hf* Sf Sf X 10 M-f X 10 Sf
i

Sf

Has a mask 5 J- J- X 5

Youthful face 3 Lf* V+ Lf X 3 V-f X 3 Lf* V-f Lf

Cool

Warmed a bit

Soft

3

1

1

Jh-f Sf

J+* S—

V-I-* M-* Sf

Sf X 3

Sf \

ttf X 3

V-f X 1

Sf

.passing r&

not alasti]

Sf

action, \

og trait
Lf * Sf

Nervous 3 L-* M- H- X 3 L- X 3 !.

Ices out opponents 3 L—* J— J- X 3 L- X 3

Prestigious title 2 L-* J+* S-

Kg:)x 6
^)X2 (Title*not character):

Nedve ' 6 Lf* J-* Sf Lf* Sf Lf * Sf

Travelled the world 2 S- S- X 2

Intellectual 8 Sf-p J-» Sf Sf* J-

In control 3 L-f K+, Sf Sf X 3 M- X 3 L- X 3 Sf M-f* Sf

l3Hords in Typ.Lists
out a£ 26 entries

50 under-r

linings i
60 Succ. 26 Neut.

^25%
19 Pail.
= 18 ?b i

List of the traits underlined tor the subjects without beings present in a Gauguelin l^ypical
list (therefore not chedcable for accura<^) are i Captain of his teaiSy Haltingly^ Slender*
No ruffles slyle* KLrst black* Heart attack* Skinny kid, Wore big glasses* Criticized*
No cerebral lightweight* Ho sweat* Preparing* No regrets.

At Arthur ASHE's birthtime,
July 10,1943*12:55 Richmond,VA

our five significant planets qc-
cupy the following Gauqu.sectors:

Moon Venus Mars Jupiter Saturn

36 5 1 6 8 12

Arthur Ashe was a great tauiis player.
But we see that Hars, the dominant planet
in the group of champions* is not in Plus
Zones for Mm : Ashe is not Marsitm. but

Saturnine. !Diis is well expressed in his
biographical notice. On the idiole* the
subjects fotmd it correctly out* as the
column of successes shows.

3he Lunar component of Ms character is
less apparent, and was not well perceived*
the column of failures shows it.

- In the column "Neutral"* we put the planet*accompatying a clear"success" (Lf and Si-)
or a clear "failure" (i«- and S-)iif they are not in the same case.
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Table III Howard Cosell

Trait underlined in

biography & present
in G. T^picsil Lists

Number of

subj. who

rmderlined

Planets of

the typical

Lists

Compared to Cosell's Pla
nets (see Figure below)
Successes Neutral Failures

MG selects

trait and

predicts

FG selects

trait, and

predicts

Controversial 8 J+, L—, S—
J+)
L-< X 8 0 0

S-'

J+ J+

1 word in I^rp.Lists
out of 38 en-tries

8 under-

lini.ngs

24 Succ. 0 Neutr. 0 Fail.

= 100 ̂  = 0S& = 0%

List of the traits underlined tfy the. subjects without being present in a Gaiiquelin l^rpical
list (therefore not eheckable for accuracy) : Chauffeured limousine, etc (= Hich),
Would like to throw the Erisbee (= Sporting), He had several times... (= Boasting),
"They ate up what I said". Teaches at Yales, Celebrated, Hard to miss knowing (= Boasting),
Distinctions, Sportscaster, Editor, Books, Peels misunderstood. Fame, Wealth, Resented,
"Sports Syndrome" (= Creates words), Nobody stops him (= Irrepressible), Made many points.
Looks tired. Brown eyes are bloodshot. Nicotine-stained fingers trenble. Long frame slumps.
Answers at once (= Repartee),- Was afraid. Under klieg lights. Telling what is going on.
Evergrowing audiences. Telling about sports. Programme he helped launch, Chemged the habits
of a nation, ̂ orts documentaries and specials. Visible, Gravelly voice. Undeceiving toupee.
Drooping eyes. Major recognition problem.

At Howard COSELL's birth time,
March 25,1920,14:15,Winston-Salem

our five significant planets oc-^^
cupy the following Gauqu.sectors:

Moon ̂ enus Mars Jupiter Saturn

6  15 27 1 33

If we consider Howard Cosell's planets, this
is a perfectly pure case : one planet only
is in Plus Zone, and it is Jupiter, the do
minant planet in the profession he has chosen,
sportscaster, that is cqpeaker in the media.
And correspondingly, Howard Cosell has a "ty
pical Jupiter personality.

This seemed to us quite apparent in his bio-
grafhics^. notice* But for our subjects, it
was not so evident at all : the planets they

associate with "the underlined traits are as often Mercuxy, the Moon, Mars or Sa'tum as Ju
piter. This may have been brou^t about by the numerous complete expressions of the text,
which had "to be translated into a simpler term, a tai^ "that is not easy without much trai-
ning. ̂ e absence of simple traits is apparent in "the fact that only ojoe term could be
traced in our typical Listsi this one term, underlined by ei^t subjects, was a Jupiter
word, which produced a score hundred per cent in tune with Cosell's unique planet in Plus
Zones.
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Table IV : Dixie Lee Ray

Trait tmderlined in Bumber of Planets of Compared to Bay's Pla- HG selects FG selects

biography & present subj. ;dzo the l^ica3 nets (see Figure below) trait, and trait, azid

in G. !I|ypical Lists underlxied Lists Successes Neutral* FeoJ.. predits predicts

Courage 5 Ki-, L-
Si-

)x 5 H-i- H-t-

CoDimon sezuse 5 Sf, M-, J- M-)x 5

flashy (career) 5 J+, -L—
J-

J+ J+, L-

Political 3 IH", J+, S- Lf X 3
J+\

3
L- IH", J+, S—

Career 1 J+, L-, S- J+)x 1

fkiemies, has 1 J+, L-, S-
S— L—\jt):cl It»-,J+

Controversial s'^le 9 J+, L-, S- ^)x9 J+ J+, It-, S—

Loved 3 L+, V+, H- V+ X 3 J+ L+, V+, M-

Plain talk 8 J+, S— Si- j+. S-

Sharp edge 1 J+, L-

Popular 5 Lf, J+. Irf- X 5 J+ X 5
L-

Ih-, J+ i+. J+

Controversies 3 J+, L-, S- it)x3 j+. Ii—,

12 words in Typ.Li. 49 under- 29 Succ. 14 Neut. 80 Fail
^ out of 36lentries lizzizigs = .24 = 11 % = 65 Wi
List of the traits underlined hy the subjects».:hat. no/t present in a Gauguelin l^ypical list
(therefore not checkable for accura<^) : fiosiey, Xttm^etSf Candor, Problems (has), Parlays,
Conservative, "Sensible", Prash style. Hated, khown nationally, i^irited defense of nuclear
power. Incompetent, Phony, Conservative, Abrasive, Can't work with people. Professor,
Accepted by Business and Labor, Pauper's campaign. Chairman, Spender this year, Problans,
Gaffes.

At Dixie Lee RAY's birth time,
S^t.3,1914,01 :00, Tacoma, WA

our five significant planets oc
cupy the following Gauqu. sectors;

Moon Venus Mars Jupiter Saturn
12 25 26 14 2

of failures, compared to only 24^ of
successes : the biographical notice about
Dixie Lee BAT did not convey the traits
oor]:>esponding to the planets at her birth.
This is appsu^t for all the subjects, as
well eui with KG and PG's analyses.draining
therefore cannot do anything against such
a case. Jupiter being the dominant planet
for Bay's present activity, politics, the
article contains mazy Jupiter expressiozis.

But Dixie Lee Bay was born under Saturn and the Moon. This eaq)lains probably the final
set-back of her campaign, and it ez^lains surely the impossibility to collect a fair
amount of traits eerrespondiiag to her character, but opposed to the required tempeza-
ment for her preset activity, ̂ ch pieces are unfavourable for statistical analyses,
but have te be kept nevertheless, if thqy belong to a series cdiosen for an

"- See footnote Table I
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Table V : Dustin Hoffman

Trait tinderlined in

biography & present
in G. Typical Lists

Number of

subj. who

underlined

Planets of

the Ty^al
Lists

Compared to Hoffman's
planets (see Pig.beloiir)
Success Neutral Pail.

MG selects

trait, £Uid

predicts

PG selects

trait, and

predicts

Women, likes

Shy as an adolescent

Confidence, achieves

Power, achieves

"Depressed"

"iiixpanding"

Youthful

4

6

6

5

10

4

V+, J+

S+, M-, J-

J+, ̂S~ •

M+, J+, L~

L—,M—, J—,S+

L+, <J+,

Lf, V+

V+

J+
)x 4

M- X 6
Sf

J-
)

V?, J+ V+, J+

x 6

^)3C 6
f^)x 5 11+ X 5

^Not shy as an adult,^
doesn't count.

J+, S—J+

J+ J+, M+, L—

|;;)xic
)x 4 IH- X 4

J+

S-'

Vf X 3 Irt- X 3

r said by interviewee,^
^ not by biographer.
f said by interviewee,-^
V. not by biographer. *

Lf, V+ Lf, V+

7 words in Lists

out of 43 entries

38 under-

linings
41 Succ< 38 Neut. 32PaiL.

= 37?& =34?6 ^ 29 ̂

List of the traits underlined by the subjects, but not present in a Gauquelin !fypical List
(therefore not checkable for accuracy) : Likes to be surrounded, Companionship, Likes sti
mulation, Likes audiences. Accompanied by friends. Like a golfer or tennis ace, "X love a
set filled with people". Women like him. Center, Magnetic field of lovely young ladies,
Haran, Likes ladies. Wry, Groucho like glance. Has a claque, "Sometimes you didn't give
a good perfoznance", "Saying you can't live without acting is pretension". Has instincts.
Likes tension, "Creative", Not Hanky-Panky, "Sexual high", "Play -to the crew", "Pick a
girl to play to", "Wanted to meet girls", "Wanted someone who'd smile at me and look soft",
"King of never kissing", "Impulse to take a girl", Stu, Pine craftsman^ "Acting can change
oy-state of-mind", "Beservoir of enw-gy". No stage—fear , Likes working, Hy terror",
"I'm not going to get done", Pamous, Likes creativity.

At Dustin HOFFMAN'S birth time,
Aug.8,1937,17:07,Los Angeles,CA,

our five significant planets oc—
G.upy the following Gauqu.sectors:

Moon Venus Mars Juoiter Saturn
14 20 7 36 31

At Dustin Hoffman's birtii momeat, Jupiter,
the planet of his profession, acting, oc
cupied Plus Zone Bising. Itl agreement with
this, his biographical notice offers many
Jupiterian expressions.
It was not selected for this, however, but
for Venus, idiich occupies the sector fol
lowing the setting, a zone less often signi
ficant -fchan the rising and the culmination,
but also mentioned as a key sector in all

Venus traits are very seldhOi mentioned in biographies of professionals. It
is therefore interestii^g that, in the ease of Dustin Hoflkan, -Uiere are such traits, and that
they correspond to a strong Venus position after Dec.
This was not vezy well perceived by our subjects. Ihey had a tendency to underline Otyressions
In Dustin Hofftuui's omx descriptions of himself. Experience tells that the interviewee des
cribes himself in an often inaccurate way. Here also, ̂ e traits in quotation mazks should
better have bean left out s they add more failures than suecesses to the percentages, which
wQiild be, without thm s 56^ successes and 20^ failures (instead of 3^ and 29^).
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2 - Passing reaction to an external stimuli,taken as a lasting
trait. For Ashe, "warmed a bit" is typical of such a momentary
reaction that has nothing to do with his temperament; for Cosell,
already the second underlining is such a case : "said that he
would like to throw the Frisbee with the kids..."f translated
as a "sporting" tendency. Cosell expresses this wish after wat
ching students p^laying on the campus he just left; but his ac
tual behaviour is to sit down in his chauffeured limousine for
heading homewards while enjoying a conversation with a respect
ful journalist. This is not "sporting"at all. This context shows
that a passing desire expressed by the interviewee must not be
taken necessarily for a lasting personality trait. The context
allows usually to decide how much credibility the expressed
wish possesses.
3 - Past behaviour from an early age : is usually atypical of
the grown-up personality; often mentioned in contrast to the
present behaviour, must not be retained. Example : Dustin Hoff
man describes himself as having been a shy adolescent. But who
has not been shy at one or the other period of his adolescence ?
Obviously, Dustin Hoffman is sexually not shy any more. There
fore this word should not be underlined in this context.
4 - Emphasis put on the professional activity instead of the
individual personality. This provides two atypical traits in
Ashe'a biography : "prestigious title" and "travelled the world".
In our opinion, "prestigious" and "travels much" are not in tune
with the description of Ashdstemperament in this biography; they
are linked with the fact that he became a tennis champion, but
are.not especially wanted or enjoyed by him. Therefore they should
better be left out in this context.
In Dixie Lee Ray's biography, there are much more of this kind of
traits : "trumpeted", "flashy political career","controversial"
are all Jupiterian traits, a planet that was not in key-sectors
at Ray's birth, but is typical of ̂ her professional activity at
the time of this article. In her case, the biographer^ emphasis
on the professional activity is too strong to be separated from
her real character.(Saturn rising and Moon culminating). This
led us as well as our subjects to a plain failureiin the under-
linings from Ray's biography, there are more Jupiter traits than
Moon'or Saturn traits. In this article, the context cannot help^
to separate professional from temperamental reactions. When it is
possible, such a case should be left out. If it is part of a
series, it must be accepted for reasons of objectivity as a dead
load. But it is important to check in advance the percentage of
such dead loads, before selecting a series for analysis, because
they risk to annul the results if they are numerous.
5 - Complex expressions which have to be translated in a simpler
term. Then the translation may be a bit out of phase and point
to another planet than the correct one. An example of this risk
is given by the "chauffeured limousine...(etc.)" in Howard Cosell's
biography. Correctly translated once as "showy", another time as
"rich", it points to a Jupiterian personality; but when it is
translated as "projects a home loving image", it seems rather to
belong to the Moon personality, which is not typicalfor Cosell.
6 - Description of himself by the interviewee, usually surrounded
by quotation<^markso Has to be definitely eliminated in an efficient
collection of personality traits. An interviewed celebrity tries
to give a flattering image of him or herself, and even if liot,
seldom judges properly his or her personality. A striking illus
tration of this problem is given by the biography of Dustin Hoff-
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mann. The 45 different traits underlined by our subjects con
tained 17 expressions from his personal descriptions of himself.
In Table V, these expressions are signalled by quotation marks.
Many of them give a negative image contradicting his real per
sonality, because his Jupiter temperament gives him such a drive
for achievement, that he has a tendency to say that he is far
from achieving enough, an obvious understatement for such a suc
cessful actor. .Examples of these misleading descriptions of him
self by Dustin Hoffman are : "Sometimes I an depressed when I
come to work" (Depressed = S+, J-), "These days my terror is..."
(Terror = M-, J-), "that-I*m not going to get done what I want
to get done" (No achievements = M—, J—), terms underlined by many
subjects, but not by us. Such terms made the proportions of suc
cesses and failures for the underlined traits nearly identical
in Dustin Hoffman's case (see Table : 31 % successes, 29 % fai
lures. But if we suppress the terms in quotation marks, the suc
cesses become 56 % and the failures 20

Of course, a certain deal of practice helps avoiding all these
pitfalls, and recognizing at first glance the main meaningful terms
in a text. Some texts are more adapted than others for such analyses. It
is often necessary to read several times a biographical notice,
before beginning to underline its trait-words, in order to be
sure to understand as correctly as possible if the context marks
them as lasting traits or passing moods, atypical youtful beha
viour or present adult one, erroneous self-descriptions or ob
jective observations made by the interviewer; and in order to
find the best possible translation of complex expressions into
simpler keywords.

Second experiment ; what are the keywords in an astrological text
A recent investigation used the trait catalogues for testing

the astrologers' keywords describing planetary influences.'' In such
a research, not only the trait catalogues, but also the keywords
extracted from astrological textbooks, had to be accurately selec
ted. In order to control also this second type of word selection,
another experiment was performed, wi.th the help of participants
to the Astrological Association Conference of September 1982.
This second test was presented as follows to the -volunteers (see
box on next page).

It is a description of the planet Jupiter's influence, by the
"king of astrologers" Claudius Ptolemy, in his Tetrabiblos, trans
lated from the Greek into English by F. E. Robbins.? This descrip
tion was chosen because Ptolemy is the most quoted authority in
astrology, and because the planet Jupiter's influence remains a
controversial field,^in my last book.The adequacy of my treatment
of the available data needs to be checked.

1 — Penrf-hfti Qgy of the Planets, by FranQoise Gauquelin (.Aetro-Computin^Services,
Saa Piego, Calif oxnia, 1982).

2 — TetrabiblQa« by Claudius Ptolony (William Heinemaiin Ltd, London, 19^) t
look 11.8, page 183 and Book III.13, page 347.

3 - See £^ptez> 5 s Jupiter clusters of results (page 25) and chapter 10 s
Jupiter's real nature (pages 61-64) in Psychology of the Planets-
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THE ASTROLOGICAL KEYWORDS TEST

In the following: description of a planet's influence^ could you

underline the keywords that strike you as the most important ones ?
If some conqplez expressions sem also predominant to you, please
\inderline them, and translate thea into a single word in the margin.

"... As he is a beneficent planet,

he rules the increase of the good and all growth;

and its climate is the second one (...).

And its attributes are all places of purity,

and the houses of prayer.

And for the clothes, those which are beautiful

because of their cleanliness;

and the body's appearance is white with some red,

for his nature is straight.

And his share is the left ear and the blood,

for it is his nature;

and for the years, between the young and the old age;

and for the cardinal points, the North,

for he provokes the northwinds."

"... He makes his subjects magnanimous, generous,

god-fearing, honourable, pleasure-loving, kind,

magnificent, liberal, just, high-minded,

dignified, minding their own business,

compassionate, with qualities of leadership.

In the opposite kind of position,

he makes their souls seem similar, to be sure,

but with a difference in the direction of greater humility,

less conspicuousness, and poorer judgement."

^Chank you for your cooperation. Please return the completed form to:
Pran^oise Gauguelin, 8 Sue Amyot, 75005 Paris (France).
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Table VI

Selection of keywords in Ptolemy's Jupiter description

(Biis list differs sligiitly from its equivalent in our book "P^cJiology
of the Planets'*! because it is based here on Bobbins' translation
in English, and there on Bicolas fiourdin's translation in fbrench.)

Underlined keyword Selections

F.G. Other Ss
Translations Present in Typ.List

of follow, planets:

4

from Book" II.8

Beneficent

Increase

Good

Growth

Climate

Second one

Purity
Houses of prayer
Beautiful

Cleanliness

White with some,
red)

Straight
Left ear and blood

Between the,younc
and the old age

Cardinal points
North

from Book III.13

Magnanimous
Generous

God-fearing
Honourable

Pleasure-loving
Kind

Magnificent
Liberal

Just

High-minded
Dignified
Minding his own*

business

Compassionate
Leadership
Greater humility

1

Less conspicuous

Poorer judgement

9

11

6

1 1

1

1

8

10

6

7

2

8

2

5

1

3

1 3

12

7

12

10

9
5

5

8

6

10

9
11

6

5

6

/Nurturing
V T ranscendent

/• Jem pj.es.,Sacred,
vReligxous

(5KS! esome
Nakedness

/ Intuition
VIntegrity
/ Infusion.
(Circulation

L+ f 5 +, J —
L+

L-,V-,M+,J-,S+

/Deeply religious L+
^God lovinq

^  J-

J +

L+, M-,
L-, J+,

•  L+

S+

J+

S+, L-, J-

Aloof

/Generating
(  entnusiasm

AHumbler,
^Conscientious
/Paler
llnternalisation

L+

L-, J+

J-, S +
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Table VI presents the list of keywords underlined in Ptole
my's text by the sixteen volunteers, and by myself, for this ex
periment. The first impression given by the subjects* underlinings
is, like in the preceding experiment, a great variety of selections
from one subject to the other. But when all their choices are added,
here again a fairly good consistency appears between the subjects*
list and mine, on the one hand, between their most chosen keywords
and the presence of these keywords in our typical lists, on the
other hand. Words without a psychological meaning were seldon cho
sen (examples:"Climate, White with some red. Left ear and blood.
Cardinal points. North"); and if chosen, they were sometimes trans
lated into a more psycholo-gical term for updating their odd presence
in the list. Thus, on the whole, it seems that astrologers agree
with the Jupiter keywords I extracted from Ptolemy's texts.

This is important, since these keywords did not correlate as
well as those of other planets with the actualJupiter positions
at the birth of celebrities characterized by them in their biogra
phies. It seems thus that we can maintain here our conclusion about
"Jupiter's real nature" (Gauquelin, 19B2, chapter 10) : traditional
astrology has perceived correctly the extroverted qualities of the
Jupiter personality, in general, but it has a tendency to add other
qualities which do not correlate with the Jupiter positions. These
erroneous additions should be left out. Some degree of change, in
the traditional image of Jupiter's influences, is necessary.

Conclusion

The questions asked at the beginning of this research :
1 ) how can appropriate words describing the personality be extrac
ted from biographies ?
2) how can appropriate keywords be extracted from astrological texts
describing a planet's influence ?
both received a reassuring answer. Untrained subjects deviate quite
often from the selection a trained experimenter would make; but the
addition of untrained subjects' selections offers a satisfactory to
tal list, the best words being selected far more often than odd ones,
which gives them more weight in the final list.

Such a statement is reassuring : the work of others leads to
results which are similar to ours. The trait catalogues, prepared
during many years of hard work, appear to be valid, or at least,
it seems that they would not be very different, if prepared by others.
The positive results they provide, in the investigation about the
correlations existing between planetary positions and human persona
lity, would have appeared .also with other researchers. And new hy
potheses tested with the data of these catalogues can provide valid
new insights.

The numerous volunteers who assisted us in this research

deserve thus our warmest acknowledgements.
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METHODOLOGY AND THE VERNON CLARK EXPERIMENT

H. J. Eysenck *

ABSTEACT

In its issue of June 1982, the Journal CORflELATIOlT reports on a new
"Vemon Clark eotperiment" to be undertaken in the U.K. and the U.S.A.
The brief anuouncanent is not sufficiently detailed to allow one to
judge the desi^ of the experiment, but it may be worthwhile to dis
cuss briefly the methodological difficulties in such a matching type
of e^eriment. ̂

The Matching Method

Matching type experiments were introduced by psychologists to
meet the objections frequently made by graphologists, Rorschach
experts, and others, to analytic type experiments, in which iso
lated indices, such as colour shock in the Rorschach, or oblique
ness of strokes in graphology, were correlated with specific cha
racteristics, such as emotionality or aggressiveness.

The matching technique, instead of analysing separately dispa
rate indices, offers experts in the field the opportunity to dis
play their talents in integrating what indices they may find in a
general interpretation of the whole script. For instance in astro
logy, the experts are asked to study whole birth charts, in the sa
me way as they do in the practice of their art, for discovering
which of the charts correspond to a definite criterion. They are
of course told precisely what constitutes the criterion, and the
number of cases in each criterion group.

Pitfalls to avoid

In this type of experiment, there is usually a small number of
birth charts, and a larger number of experts who agree to study
the charts ; in his first study, Vernon Clark submitted 10 charts
to 20 experienced astrologers; in another study, 2 charts only
were submitted to 30 astrologers.

The statistical validity of the result is then ascertained by
running a statistical test over the number of experts. In their
book "Astrology - Science or Superstition ?", Eysenck and Nias
have shown why such a procedure is n,gt appropriate. There are two
majox problems, one statistical, the other experimental.

The statistical problem

Suppose that we have six charts to evaluate, and that by chance
four of these show agreement between criterion and characteristics
investigated, whereas two show disagreement. If the experts recog
nize the characteristics in question, they will be successful in
four cases, and unsuccessful in two; and if we have a large number
of experts, then the outcome will be highly significant statisti
cally. Yet the agreement between the experts will be indicative
only of the reliability of whatever characteristics they recognize
to bear on the criterion to be judged; the result tells nothing
about the validity of the judgments. This validity depends on the
particular selection of charts made in the first place. Had we
chosen four charts showing disagreement between criteria and cha
racteristics, and two showing agreement, then the outcome would
have been equally significant, but disproving any positive rela
tionship !

'-Professor at the Institute of Psyehiatry, Departmeat of Psychology,
Denmark Hill, London S£5 SAP, U.K.

1 - A more detailed discussion of the past experiments in this field can be foxind
in H„J.%-senck and D.K.B, Nias's book of 1982 quoted in the References.
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The difference between four out of six being favourable, and
two out of six being favourable, is itself not significant, and
could easily have arisen by chance. This simple but fundamental
statistical problem runs throughout the whole of the litterature
on matching techniques, not only in astrology, but in psychology
also. As long as the number of birthcharts to identify is small,
it is difficult to avoid the risk that the proportion of astrologi
cal "confirmers" and "disconfirmers" among the selected charts
is unbalanced by chance. The evaluation of the significance of
judgments made on a small set of scripts must therefore include
the correct number of degrees-of freedom involved; there is no
alternative, if we want to arrive at scientifically meaningful
statements of probability.

But it would be safer indeed to reverse the usual procedure,
and have large numbers of .birthcharts to analyze, instead of the
usual small sets. Of course, large numbers of astrologers inter
preting them would then be more difficult to obtain. Such large
numbers of experts remain however desirable. They allow to study
whether some experts are significantly better than others in the
interpretation of the data submitted. This is done usually by
dividing the large number of scripts or birthcharts, in two,
and having each expert perform a matching experiment on the two
parts separately. Then we should be able to correlate their suc
cess scores over the two separate halves. If the correlation appears
to be significantly positive, then we have evidence that some of
the experts are indeed better at their job than others. There are
of course alternative statistical techniques for doing this, and
some variant of Cronbach's alpha coefficient could be used.

The experimental problem

We now come to the major feature of the experimental design
which must be incorporated in any experiment that deserves to be
taken seriously. As we have seen, the selection of birth charts
is crucial in the analysis of the data; some charts will inevitably
produce positive correlations, others negative correlations, and
others yet zero correlations between script and expert judgement.
It is therefore absolutely essential, whether the number of charts
is small or large, that their selection "Should be blind. This
means that the cbice must be based on the criterion, prior to the
calculation of the charts. When the particular features of the
charts are known, they risk to influence the choice, which lacks
then in objectivity. Only if the choice is not influenced by the
charts, can we take the results seriously.

In addition, any external clue should be carefully obliterated.
In the first Vernon Clark experiment, such an undesirable clue was
that one of the subjects was a prostitute, while the subjects varied
considerably in age. The clue was that prostitutes tend to be rela
tively younger than members of other professions.

A committee of people aware of the pitfalls is necessarv

- Where the design of an experiment, and the carrying out of the
design, are relatively complex and difficult, and where there are
many pitfalls to be avoided, it seems desirable that the research
should be designed, or at least the design should be approved, by
a committee of people aware of the pitfalls, and experts in the
field in question.

This is particularly necessary where, as in the case of as'trology,
there are strong emotional feelings pro and con, in most of the
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people concerned with the research. Thus such a committee should
contain a number of experts who are favourable to astrology, a simi
lar number who are unfavourable to astrology, and, if possible,
a number of experts who have no particular feelings either way.
Only if such a committee can be made to agree on the design of
the experiment, is it likely that the results will be accepted
by all parties as giving an answer to the questions originally
raised. One of the reasons, why the CSICOP experiments failed
to give acceptable iresults on the Mars effect was precisely
that the research was undertaken by a group of people exclusively
made up of opponents of the Gauquelins' hypothesis, so that ob
vious safeguards, which committee members less opposed to the
Gauquelins might have suggested, were neglected.

A historical view of scientific research in controversial

areas makes it absolutely clear that results not deriving from
research, the design of which was approved by both contending
factions, are not likely to be accepted as settling the issue,
or even as being acceptable support of one or the other faction.

It is to be hoped that the new venture mentioned at the be
ginning of this note will bear all these considerations in mind,
and will provide once and for all the kind of evidence that
Vernon Clark, and his many successors, have failed to provide.
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THE LEGAL TIME IN EUROPE

Luc de MarrS *

ABSfSRtJST

The author checked with great patience and accuracy the legal publi
cations of his countiy, Belgium» and of the neighbouring Netherlands,
for eliminating any dubious data in the list of time zones and sum
mer times applied in these countries in the past years.

Introduction

A precise account of the legal time in use at different
epochs, in different countries, is essential for correct calcu
lations of birthcharts.

A pioneer in this field, Doris Chase Doane inquired in public
record offices all over the world, and published the collected data
in three books : "Time Changes in the USA", "Time Changes in Canada
and Mexico", "Time Changes in the World" (1966, 1973). Her compre
hensive compilations were much used and copied by others. But, as
she herself states, her records are still incomplete.

Several researchers took up the task to improve her work,
by checking the legal records of time changes in their own coun
tries, like Friedrich Jacobs in Germany, Henri Le Corre in France
(1980, 1982).

Nona of these checkings was more thoroughly done than Luc
da Harry's, a Belgian specialist, who checked the official records
of his country and of the Netherlands, in "Le Moniteur Beige -
Belgisch Staatsblad", in the K.N.M.I. (Institut Royal Mgt6orologi-
que Hollandais) at De Bilt, and, for more ancient changes of the
calendar, consulted prof. Dr. Walter Emiel Van Wijk.

The result of his efforts : "Time changes in Belgium and in
the Netherlands" was published in Vlaams Astrologisch Tijdschrift
Nr.4 (Sprino 1977, reprinted in Winter 198^) and in Demain (July-
August 1977).

We are happy to be authorized to translate and publish for
the English reading public these excellent data. And please note
that the publication of thoroughly checked data about the legal
times in use in different countries will continue, in the next
issue of this Journal, with a revision of the data from Germany.

Marie Schneider

* - ̂ tor of the TLAMS ASTBOIX)GISGH TUDSCHRIFT, Belgielei 149 , 2000 Antwei^en,
Belgium®
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Time Changes in BELGIUM

a) Introduction of the Gregorian Calender : ten days are omitted.
The 25 Decanber 1582 (Old Time) is followed by the 5 January 1583 (New Time).

B) Local Time : in use until the National Time is adopted.

C) National Time : in 1860, nationwide adoption of firussel Time, 4221'10" E = + 17 m.25s.

D) Time Zone (a^|d
CMT : 1st May 1892 12:00

MET ": 22 Aug. 1914 24:00*
(not always applied
in rural areas)

GMT : 16 S^t.1918 00:00

to

+ 0

+ 1

GMT

h.

h.

+ 0 h.

MET : 25 Pebr.1940 02:00 . + 1 h.

E) SuprnftT Tim ft **

from 30 ̂ ril 1916 23:00
16 April 1917 02:00

15 April 1918 02:00

from 1 March 1919 23:00

14 Pebr. 1920 23:00

14 March 1921 23:00

25 March 1922 23:00

21 April 1923 23:00

29 March 1924 23:00

4 April 1925 23:00
17 J^ril 1926 23:00
9 April 1927 23:00
14 April 1928 23:00
21 April 1929 02:00
13 April 1930 02:00
19 April 1931 02:00
3 April 1932 02:00
26 March 1935 02:00
8 i^ril 1934 02:00
31 March 1935 02:00

19 April 1936 02:00
4 April 1937 02:00
27 March 1938 02:00
16 April 1939 02:00

19 May 1940 02:00
1941 uninterrupted

1942 uninterrupted
29 March 1943 02:00

3 April 1944 02:00
2 April 1945 02:00
19 May 1946 02:00

to

to

1st Oct. 1916 01:00

17 Sept. 1917 03:00
16 Sept. 1918 03:00

(addJ:o (^T
+ 2 hj

4 Oct.

23 Oct.

25 Oct.

•7 Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

8 Oct.

7 Oct.

6 Oct.

4 Oct.

3 Oct.

2 Oct.

19 Nov.

6

4

3

2

1

7

6

5

4

2

1919

1920

1921

1922

1923

1924

1925
1926

1927

1928

1929

1930

1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

24:00

24:00

24:00

24:00

24:00

24:00

24:00

24:00

24:00

03:00

03:00

03:00

03:00

03:00

03:00

03:00

03:00

03:00

03:00

03:00

03:00

uninterrupted

to 2 Nov. 1942 03:00

4 Oct. 1943 03:00

17 Sept. 1944 03:00
16 Sept. 1945 03:00
7 Oct. 1946 03:00

3 April 1977 02:00. to 25 Sept. 1977 03:00
2 April 1978 02:00
1 April 1979 02:00
6 April 1980 02:00
29 March 1981 02:00

m March 1982 02:00

1 Oct. 1978 03:00

30 Sept. 1979 03:00
28 Sept. 1980 03:00
27 Sept* 1981 03:00
26 S^t. 1982 03:00

+ 1 hJ

-t- 2 h.

4- 2 h*

* - 24:00 of a certain day means the same as 00:00 of the following day.
** - The iummer Time is always equal to the Time.Zone plus ohe hour.

It must be noted that the legal Summer Time was not always applied
in rural areas during the War time occupation in Belgiuin*
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Time Changes in The NETHERLANDS

a) Introduction of the Gregorian Calender by adding ten days on the 5 October 1582,
and eleven days on the 1st March 1700.

B) THmft : in use until let May 1892. Since this date, the Ansterdam Time is the most
frequent, but the OIT is used by the railways and the post office, and loceil times persist.

C) National Time : the 1st May 1909, at 01:00, nationwide adoption of the Amsterdam Time,
4^53' Eastern Longitude.: + 19 min. 32 sec. "
Then, the Ist July 1937, at 0:00, Amsterdam Time is rounded off to

Loenen Time (or Netherland Time), at 5^00' Eastern Longitude s + 20 min. 00 sec. ,
Add to'
GMT

+ 1 h

D) Time Zone

MET adopted :
16 May 1940,. at 02:00
(add one more hour for Summer Time)

GMT

+ 1 h.

When the Allied Forces entered a
town, they abolished the Summer
Time ordered by the Qezmans.^Qiis
happened in the foUnwing towns
at the mentioned dates :

Eindhoven 20

fieerl^ 21
Helmond 26
Maa-stricht 16

Sas van G^t 19
Sittard 22

VeeWt 22
Zalt^Sommel 6

Sept.
Sept.
S^t.

1944 14:00

1944 03:00

1944 03:00

1944 03:00
1944 21:00
1944 21:00
1944 21:00

May 1945 08:00

E) Summer Time
from 1st May 1916 02:00 to 2 Oct. 1916.03:00

16 April 1917 17 Sept.1917
1st April 1918 30 Sept.1918
7 April 1919 29 Sept.1919
5 April 1920 27 Sept.1920

from 4 April 1921 02:00 to 26 Sept.1921 03:00
26 April 1922 8 Oct. 1922

1st June 1923 7 Oct. 1923

30 March 1924 5 Oct. 1924

5 June 1925 4 Oct. 1925

from 15 May 1926 02:00 to 3 Oct. 1926 03:00
15 May 1927 2 Oct. 1927

15 May 1928 7 Oct. 1928

15 May 1929 6 Oct. 1929

15 May 1930 5 Oct. 1930

from 15 May 1931 02:00 to 4 Oct. 1931 03:00

22 May 1932 2 Oct. 1932

15 May 1933 8 Oct. 1933

15 May 1934 7 Oct. 1934

15 May 1935 6 Oct. 1935

from 15 May 1936 02:00 to 4 Oct. 1936 03:00
22 May 1977 3 Oct. 1937

15 May 1938 2 Oct. 1938

15 May 1939 8 Oct. 1939

16 May 1940 uninterrupted

1941 : uninterrupted
1942 : uninterrupted to 2 Nov. 1942 03:00
29 March 1943 02:00 to 4 Oct. 1943

3 April 1944 2 Oct. 1944
2 April 1945 16 Sept. 1945

from 3 April 1977 02:00 to 25 Sept. 1977
2 April 1978 1 Oct. 1978

1 AprU 1979 30 Sept. 1979
6 April 1980 28 Sept. 1980
29 March 1981 27 Sept. 1981
28 March 1982 26 Sept. 1982

+ 1 b

+ 1 h

+ 1 h

+ 1 h.

+ "2 h.

-I- 2 h.

h- 2 h
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How to use the published tables

The following procedure must be used for switching from the Clock

Time, in use at a certain epoch, to G.M.T., the basic Time for chart

computations :

1  - Check first if there is a Summer Time in use at the studied date.

If one is in use, one hour has to be subtracted from the Clock Time.

The result is the Normal (or V/inter) Time.

2 - a) If the birth took place before 1880 in Belgium, before 1892

in the Netherlands, the Clock Time corresponds to the Local Time.

Then the geographic longitude of the birthplace has to be found and

converted in hours, minutes and seconds, and to be subtracted for

Eastern longitude from the Clock Time, to find the G.M.T. at the

moment of the studied birth.

b) From 1880 to 1892 in Belgium, from 1892 to 1909 in the Nether

lands, subtract the longitude of the capital town, Brussels for Bel

gium, Amsterdam for the Netherlands.

c) After 1892 in Belgium, 1909 in the Netherlands, subtract one

hour if the Clock Time is M.E.T., or 20 minutes if the Clock Time is

Loenen Time in the Netherlands.
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34 book review

"Astrology ; Science or Superstition ?" by H.J.Eysenck & D.K.B.Nias
(Maurice Temple Sbiith Ltd^ London, 1982, 224 pp»» ^ 7.95)
Bow also translated in German under the title ; "Astrologie, Wissenschaft
Oder Aberglau.be ?" (List Verlag, Iflinchen, 1982, 334 pp.» HI 39.80)

A book about astrology, written by two respected academic persons ? Isn't this
a revolution for believers and foes of the very ancient Science of the Stars ?
Yes, much has been written andsaid already about the book; and this will continue
according to J.Bruce Brackenridge, despite the fact that"'Astrology ; Science or
Superstition?' is a well-conceived, thorou^y researched and finely constructed
book on the subject of astrological research. (For) it is a book that will not
please either the traditional scientist or the traditional astrologer " (Times
Literary Supplsnent, July 9» 1982, 731).

On the side of the scientists, we find several pieces which poke fun at the
final positive appreciation of the Gauquelins' findings : George 0. Abell writes
in Psychology Today :" 'Feihaps a new science is in the process of being bom',
observes the British psychologist Hans Eysenck in a new book. But I believe that
it is far, far more likely that in 20 years or so the Mars effect and other plane
tary correlations will have been forgotten" (Psychology Today, July 1982, P'15).
Walter Goodman jokes in Newsweek : "Perhaps the latest phase of the coanobiologi-
cal dispute will induce the birth of new research ly others than the Gauquelins.
For now, the Case of the Celestial Midwife remains up in the air" (Aug.82, p.49).
An<^ 14artin Gardner sneers in W-scoverer : "imagine that you are reading a book,
by an eminent British astronomer, called : 'Flat Earth : Science or Superstition?'
You find that the first three-fourths of the volume meirshals impressive evidence
against flatness, then the rest of the book proves that the earth is shaped like
the Great Pyramid. Would you not be incredulous ?" (Discoverer, Oct.1982, p.12).

On the side of the astrologers, their manifest disenchantment comes from the
first part of the book,which evaluates the claim that traditional astrology could
predict the kind of personality and destiny of an individual througji his birthdata,
flnd concludes that this claim is at best improved, and in many instances clearly
contradicted by the facts. Let us quote two reactions to this. Charles Harvey
writes that "Astrology is so inherently incredible within the prevailing scienti
fic world—view, that it must occasion no surprise if two outsiders to the subject
fail to really get to grips with its essentieil features, even if they do make a
veiy fair attempt to do so. (...There is a ) resounding silence on the work of
John Addey,(...) a failure to display any awareness of astrology as seriously
practiced, (...) an uncharacteristic willingness to discard a great part of tra
ditional astrology on what is in fact relatively slender evidence..." (Correla
tion, Vol.2, BSI, p.47). And Nick KoUerstrom : "Astmlogy ; Science or aiper-
stition ? — an odd title since plainly it is neither... If an art claims to eva
luate how the whole solar system in the Zodiac at a particular moment of time is
related to a whole person born at that moment, then it is far from self—evident
that an analytical and quantitative approach to verification is going to be help—

"ful towards it; it could just wreck the whole thing !" (a.A.Journal, Summer 1982,
p, 202).

IDae central chapters attract less criticism; they deal with recent studies of
coaaic influences which are not part of classical astrology, like the effect of the
season of birth on mental health, the effect of sunspot cycles on human beings,
the effect of cosmic rays on the life chenistiy, etc. But despite the fact that
these phenomena have been investigated peers of the authors, Eysenck and Bias's
conclusions are here also rather negative ; "Planetary forces do not seon to have
any clearly apparent effect either on the sun or directly on the surface of the
earth".

Hius only the third part, dealing with the Gauquelin research, obtained a favou
rable appreciation s "The findings are inexplicable, but they are also factual,
and as such can no longer be ignored." For this encouragement to continue in bur
difficult aadeavEur, we waimly thank the authors.

Marie Schneider
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Psychology of the Planets Inaugurates Gauquelin Trilogy
The FDOst significant astrological findings of the ceniurv have

•een summarized in this book by Francoise Gauquehn. one of
:hree new A.C.S. titles by either Frahcoise or her husband.
iMichel. A psychologist and statistician. Francoise needs no m-
iroduction to A.C.S. customers. In this, her latest work, she

surveys traditional and contemporary interpretations of planetary
influences. Then, applying her rigorous scientific methods, she
evaluates how they stand up against actual published
biographical descriptions of eminent personalities.

Some of the questions she addresses include: What is the

real nature of Jupiter':^ Arc traditional astrological trait words
verified by current research':^ Were ancient astrologers more ac
curate than modern ones? What is the practical significance of
the Meridian and Horizon axes? How do these new findings
relate to contemporary astrological practice?

Included is a detailed list of character traits which have

been objectively correlated with each planet. For the first time,
astrologers have the use of a behavioral description derived en
tirely from observational methods.

(Price $7.95)

1411 Famous Americans* Horoscopes!
The Gauquelin Book of American Charts by Michel

and Francoise Gauquelin is the most valuable reference on
American birth data in existence. It contains birth certificate natal

data and planetary positions for over 1400 notable American
actors, sports champions, politicians, writers, artists, scientists,
astronauts, military figures, business executives and more! Most
of this information has never been published before.

Over 500 horoscopes are given in wheel format along with
character traits excerpted from the biographies of these eminent
Americans. Longitudes of the planets. Ascendant and Mid-
heaven are provided for almost 900 more notables along with
their birth data and professions.

Several appendices tabulate useful information for further

Gauqueiin's Cosmic
Fifteen years ago. The Cosmic Clocks by Michel Gau

quelin represented a scientific bombshell. Out of print for some
years, this volume is now available in a new edition with a brand
new "Retrospective" by the author and that delicate, subtle
rewrite characteristic of a more seasoned thinker renewing his
acquaintance with an already superb manuscript.

The Cosmic Clocks is a revealing study of both the
genesis of astrology, and modern science*s exploration into the
forces that control life. The author does much to dissolve the

idea that a contradiction exists betwen current scientific thought
and a mystical interpretation of the universe. Ancient humans
intuitively sensed that something outside themselves directed
their fives; and modem scientists are finding that this direction
comes not from any "occult" characteristics of heavenly bodies,
but from forces such as electromagnetic fields and cosmic
radiations.

research and personal investigation. Exact Tropical degree, sign
and minute for the Sun. Moon. Mercury. Venus. Mars.
Midheaven and Ascendant are listed in zodiacal order. All 1411

charts are sorted both by date of birth (in chronological order)
and by profession. Most important, every planet is catalogued
by its "Gauquelin sector" or diurnal position, its measurement
used to isolate astrology s most dramatic and important statistical
results.

No name exceeds that of the Gauquelins in the area of
astrological research. If you liked The American Book of
Charts (and your response tells us you did!), you1l absolutely
want to add The Gauquelin Book of American Charts to
your library. (Price $15.95)

Clocks Tick Again
This is the book that first and best explained findings that

plants and animals somehow know the time of day, the tide,
the month, even the year, and react accordingly even when cut
off from any of the obvious environmental factors. Hypotheses
are explored that each plant and animal must contain within itself
some sort of timing system. Only after intensive study by emi
nent biologists has science begun to admit that these biological
"clocks" and "compasses" must somehow be "set" by organisms'
previously unsuspected sensitivity to the very weak magnetic,
electrostatic and electromagnetic fields of the earth, which are
in turn affected by the njpvements of the earth, the Sun, the
Moon and planets — and even the stars.

This fascinating survey of astrology from its ancient begin
nings to today's discoveries opens exciting new areas of human
inquiry.

(Price $9.95)

FREE BOOKS!! HOLIDAY SPECIAL — Offer good only thru December 31, 1982.
Each time ydi order The Gauquelin Book of American Charts together with The Cosmic Clocks, we will also send you one
copy of The Psychology of the Planets absolutely FREEH

Please send me:

^ Copies of The Gauquelin Book of American Charts @ $15.95

Copies of The Cosmic Clocks ® $ 9.95

^  ; . Copies of The Psychology of the Planets (8^ $ 7.95

Copies of The Gauquelin Book of American Charts with

The Cosmic Clocks plus my free copy of

The Psychology of the Planets @ $25.90

Name

Address

City

Stale ^Ip-

Catifomia residents add .6% saiestax

75' postage and handling .

TOTAL ENCLOSED _

Send to:
ACS PuWoations
Dept. 82 MFG-1
F.O. Box 16438

San Diego, CA 82116




